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imagine playing the same fender rhodes that was used on legendary recordings from the 1970s!
artists like chic, peter fampton, tony bennett and hundreds more used this vintage keyboard. j chris
griffins library of rhodes samples includes an mk11 and a stereo suitcase. chris went into the world-
renowned avatar studios (formerly read more description : the rhodes affair is indeed a very specific
tool. for some of you, maybe just another birth sound, but for some of you which you have always

been looking for! the rhodes affair could not be simpler and more direct. it contains only one sound!
this is the true and accurate replication of the sound of the 90s rhodes robbie buchanan a sound
youll be more than familiar with when you listen to the music of luis miguel, pocahontas (disney),
katie trocoli, bette midler (from a distance), etc. in collaboration with producer, keyboardist urs

wiesendanger, we developed this great new addition to the audiolounge family. ideal for ballads, hall
music, movie soundtracks and 80s 90s if you like the sound of romance, youll love the rhodes affair

(urs wiesendanger) year / release date : 08.2019 version : 2019.8.2 developer : tbproaudio
developers site : tb-software format : standalone, vst, vst3, rtas, aax * (pt by audioutopia) bit : 32bit,

64bit tabletka : cured system requirements : windows 7 + description : a set of 16 plugins: ab_lm
v1.6.4 gain control that allows you to compare read more this is a collection of new sound effects for
the new era of percussion, which expand the library of sounds from the previous product. we do not

record new sounds in our studio, but it is simply creating a new library of sounds that we do not
already have. the rhodes affair 2 is a collection of classic-modern sounds for percussion. as with the
previous version of the product, the new sounds are suitable for artists in the house (hip-hop, pop,

electronic and electronica) and in the commercial (commercials, tv shows, film, etc.), etc.. read more
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imagine playing the same fender
rhodes that was used on legendary
recordings from the 1970s! artists

like chic, peter fampton, tony
bennett and hundreds more used

this vintage keyboard. j chris griffins
library of rhodes samples includes an

mk11 and a stereo suitcase. chris
went into the world-renowned avatar
studios (formerly power station) for

several days and sampled read more
year / release date : 8.2018 version :

1.3.7 developer : tbproaudio
developers site : tbproaudio format :
vsti / vsti3 / aax bit : 64bit tabletka :

not required windows 7 + system
requirements description discover
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our new alpha and omega synthesis:
vengeance producer suite avenger is

here! the most versatile and best-
sounding synthesizer youve ever

read more audiolounge urs
wiesendanger rhodes affair 2 is the
soundcard for real drummers. this
time we make the drum-hardware

accessible for everyone. not only for
technical professionals or

professionals that want the ultimate
drum-control. rhodes affair 2 is also
a feature-packed instrument with a

high-quality drum-engine. year /
release date : 6.2018 version : 1.1.1
developer : tbproaudio developers

site : tbproaudio format : vsti / vsti3 /
aax bit : 64bit tabletka : not required
windows 7 + system requirements
description discover our new alpha
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and omega synthesis: vengeance
producer suite avenger is here! the
most versatile and best-sounding
synthesizer youve ever read more

audiolounge urs wiesendanger
rhodes affair 2 vst, au is a high-

quality synthesizer with an
expressive and inspiring character.

this synthesizer has been specifically
designed for sound and feel in mind.
from the sound of live instruments to
a powerful drum sound and powerful
voice. rhodes affair 2 with its unique
character was first built in 1987. first

generation of the rhodes affair
synthesizer. 5ec8ef588b
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